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Recruitment begins for Lawrence’s
Greek Life organizations
Cameron Jones
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Greek Life at Lawrence begins recruitment soon, with formal sorority recruitment kicking off on Jan. 24. Fraternities
are in the midst of planning events right
now, as are the women’s and men’s music fraternities.
There are several types of Greek Life
organizations with a presence at Lawrence. First, there are four social sororities: Beta Psi Nu, Delta Gamma, Kappa
Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Beta Psi Nu, the sorority dedicated to
empowering women of color, has a separate recruitment process from the other
three sororities. The Panhellenic Council
oversees the sororities at Lawrence.
Next, there are three fraternities: Beta
Theta Pi, Delta Tau Delta and Sigma Phi
Epsilon. The organization that oversees
all fraternities is the Interfraternity
Council.
Last, there are two Greek societies for
musicians: the men’s music fraternity,
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, and the women’s
music fraternity, Sigma Alpha Iota.
The sororities Delta Gamma, Kappa
Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa Gamma
are about to begin the formal recruitment process. Members said they want
students to know that even if they don’t
go through with the full recruitment process, they are welcome to learn about
the organizations and see if they’d like
to join.
President of the Panhellenic Council,
junior Anna Kallay, said formal sorority recruitment is a good fit for students
interested in finding a community of
friends who serve as a support network
and study group. She emphasized their
interest in students who want to help
with Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
(DEI) efforts.
“We are passionate about creating
change in a system that has failed so
many people for so long,” Kallay said.
While Kallay and other sorority leaders are looking to reform Greek Life at
Lawrence, others have asserted it would
be better to discontinue the Greek system on campus and potentially across
the nation. In an interview she did with
The Lawrentian earlier this year, junior
Morgan Fisher argued that sororities
and fraternities are inherently discriminatory in their practices. Fisher was a
Kappa Alpha Theta member and is now a
leader in Lawrence’s Abolish Greek Life
movement.
In a letter from several deactivating
members like Fisher, they state, “We

can no longer justify our participation in
the classist, racist, misogynistic, transexclusionary, ableist [and] homophobic
system that is Greek Life.”

To read more about
Lawrence’s Abolish
Greek Life Movement,
scan the QR code:
To read the Panhellenic
Council’s response to
the movement, scan
the QR code:

Amidst the national movement and
its presence on campus, sorority leaders remain hopeful for a reformed future
and will recruit in the upcoming week.
The formal sorority recruitment
works in three rounds, which will all be
virtual this year. Recruitment attire is
“business casual” and is optional. Round
one, the sisterhood round, will take
place on Jan. 24 at 6 p.m. This round is
designed for potential new members to
learn about each of the sororities. The
second round, the philanthropy round,
will be held on Jan. 25 at 6 p.m. In this
round, each sorority will explain their
national and local philanthropic initiatives. Next, there will be optional sorority room viewings on Jan. 26 at 6 p.m.
Last, there is a Ritual/Preference round,
which will occur on Jan. 27 at 6 p.m. for
potential new members to experience
each sororitie’s respective rituals.
After the Ritual/Preference round,
potential new members rank the sororities they’d like to join, and sororities can
invite them back in the form of a “bid” to
join as a member. Students do not have
to accept any bids they are offered and
can drop out of formal recruitment at
any time.
To sign up for formal sorority recruitment, students can follow the Lawrence
University Panhellenic Council’s Instagram, @lupanhel, where a link is posted
in their bio.
Beta Psi Nu’s recruitment process
is separate from the other three sororities. Although Beta Psi Nu’s leaders did
not respond to interview requests, their
Instagram is @bynlawrence09, and if
students have questions relating to their
recruitment process, they can reach out
to Greek Life advisor, Greg Griffin.
Fraternity recruitment, unlike sorority recruitment, is much more informal.
There are currently no scheduled events,
and there is no specific date for handing
out bids. However, fraternities are plan-

ning virtual events right now.
According to the current president of
Sigma Phi Epsilon, junior Hunter Lanton, fraternities are a good fit for any
student who wants to be involved in a
community. He recommends that any
student interested in fraternity recruitment follow the social media accounts of
each of the fraternities to stay updated
about upcoming events. Beta Theta Pi’s
Instagram is @betathetapilu. Delta Tau
Delta’s Instagram is @dtdlu. Sigma Phi
Epsilon’s Instagram is @sigep_lu.
The women’s professional music fraternity on campus, Sigma Alpha Iota
(SAI), is planning to hold their recruitment events over Zoom during the second week of February. Their recruitment
process is also comparatively informal.
SAI’s Vice President of Membership,
senior Alyssa Kuss, said they are looking
for students — both music and non-music majors — who are really excited about
music to join.
“The main thing we’re looking for is
passion,” Kuss said. “Since we’re such a
small group, we need a lot of people who
are willing to put in some work.”
Students interested in learning more
about SAI’s upcoming recruitment
events can follow their Instagram, @
sai_lawrence to stay updated.
Lastly, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is the
men’s music fraternity at Lawrence.
Their recruitment process is also more
informal. They give out bids whenever
they feel like a potential new member
has consistently expressed interest in the
fraternity by attending events and interacting with the members. Any men interested in music are welcome.
They do not have any events planned
yet, but their president, junior Alex
Rothstein, recommends any interested
students follow their social media to
keep updated on recruitment plans.
Their Instagram is @sinfonialu, and
their Facebook page is Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia - Gamma Zeta Chapter.
Greek Life recruitment this year looks
slightly different, but the Greek Life advisor, Greg Griffin, believes Greek Life
can be a good fit for most any Lawrentian.
“If you look at who’s in Greek Life,
they don’t identify themselves as ‘Sig Ep’
or as a ‘Delta Gamma’ exclusively,” Griffin said. “They’re conservatory students;
they’re leaders in LUCC; they’re [Community Advisors]. I think our Greek system increasingly takes pride in that their
members are broadly involved across the
campus.”

(ABOVE) In the sorority wing of Colman Hall, the Kappa Alpha Theta door is
decorated with the names of members printed on kites.
Photo by Pei Robins.
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(TOP) Senior Kelli Quick poses in front of the Kappa Kappa Gamma letters.
Photo by Pei Robins.
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Weekly updates on the
status of COVID-19 at
Lawrence

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS

Heavy Book Talk
sparks community
conversations
Caleb Yuan

TESTS
CONDUCTED:

ACTIVE CASES:

TOTAL POSITIVE
CASES:

Total LU tests:
9,607

Active LU cases:
36

Total LU cases:
108

Total Appleton tests:
38,914

Active Appleton cases:
653

Total Appleton cases:
7,273

We are in:

YELLOW
LIGHT

Rising cases on campus;
widespread transmisison off
campus
Isolation and quarantine
spaces available

In-person classes continue, non-essential
employees on campus are reduced, testing
increases and indoor social gatherings are
prohibited until further notice.
*data reported as of Jan. 20

2020-21 study abroad planning
continues despite uncertainty
Emily Zuniga
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Like many aspects of life at Lawrence,
the Off-Campus Programs for both Fall
and Winter Terms this year were affected
by COVID-19. However, the Office of OffCampus Programs is accepting applications for the 2021-2022 academic year.
The deadline for applications is Wednesday, Jan. 27. All current Lawrence students are eligible to apply.
Lezlie Weber, director of off-campus
programming, stated that although COVID-19 has not yet affected study abroad
for the upcoming academic year, it likely
will in some capacity. However, Weber
said that the Off-Campus Programs’ office is hopeful that more programs will
be able to operate this year.
Lawrence offers off-campus programs
in over 30 countries as well as eight domestic programs. There have not been
any cancelations yet for Fall 2021 and
beyond, according to Weber. Weber believes that study abroad develops skills,
such as confidence and leadership, in
students.

“It helps to foster their understanding of cross-cultural communication
and broadening their worldview,” Weber said. “Many alumni mention OffCampus Programs as a highlight to their
undergraduate years.”
Weber explained that Lawrence is
hoping that the current lockdown in the
U.K. and mass vaccinations will allow the
London Centre to run in Spring 2021.
According to Weber, students who study
abroad will have similar safety protocols
such as self-isolation, testing, masks and
social distancing. Weber emphasized
that Lawrence pays close attention to the
best practices for health and safety to ensure these are being followed.
For students like junior Earl Simons
Jr. who would be the first in his family to
study abroad, the COVID-19 pandemic
did not deter his desire to learn overseas.
In fact, it increased his determination
to study abroad. Simons is majoring in
international relations with a minor in
Japanese, which has influenced his decision to apply for the Japan study abroad
program.

@TheLawrentian
/Lawrentian
@The_Lawrentian

Simons feels that this is his last
chance to study abroad because he will
be a senior next academic year. For Simons, COVID-19 reaffirmed his desire to
study abroad. Despite the pandemic, he
explained that he will still likely study in
Japan, but there may be online classes.
Simons explained that he has always
been interested in Japanese culture, contributing to his desire to study and live
in Japan. For him, study abroad seemed
to be the best opportunity to fulfill this
dream. The Japan program also drew
Simons’s interest because it provides
students with the opportunity to choose
to have a homestay and a cultural internship component.
Building new connections and meeting new people are two things that Simons is looking forward to within the Japan study abroad program. Additionally,
he is excited to see Japan’s landscape
and nature, especially the countryside.
Simons emphasized his desire to experience life in Japan and see how it differs
from life in America, and he’s not going
to let COVID-19 deter him from this goal.

Staff Writer

___________________________________

A community discussion of the
book, “Heavy: An American Memoir,” was held by the Public Events
Committee and the Diversity and
Intercultural Center on Monday,
Jan. 18, in honor of the 2021 Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service (MLK Day).
The event was publicized in Fall
Term, and people who registered
for the event had requested and
received the book’s hardcopy or
electronic copy so they could read
it in advance.
About 110 participants, including students, alumni, faculty and
staff, attended the session. Twenty
breakout rooms led by volunteer
discussion leaders were opened
for small group discussion regarding the content of “Heavy” by Kiese
Laymon, author and Hubert H.
McAlexander Professor of English
and Creative Writing at the University of Mississippi. Volunteer
leaders hosted a 40-minute discussion in each break-out room,
using question samples provided
by the book’s publisher, according to Allison Fleshman, Associate
Professor of Chemistry and Chair
of the Public Events Committee.
The session started and ended
with Laymon’s pre-recorded readings of the first and last passages
of “Heavy.” After the last line, “I
am just trying to put us where we
bend,” was read, all participants
were given a two-minutes to sit
in silence and reflect on the book,
discussion and the day of service.
When freshman Allison Juarez
Wunderlin, one of the student
discussion leaders, was reading
“Heavy,” she questioned whether
she would be able to lead a discus-

sion regarding the content of the
book.
“Its content was so shocking,
raw and brutally honest about the
racial biases, abuse, sexism and
hate that plagues America,” Juarez
Wunderlin said. “I wondered how
I would be able to lead a discussion on a book that exposes such
dark places in American life.”
However, as Juarez Wunderlin
continued her reading in the first
chapter of the book, she realized
the necessity to engage in the community’s conversation regarding
social injustice. She determined
that the harsh honesty portrayed
by Laymon was what the community should discuss and internalize.
“[What we need is] a vulnerable honesty that has the power
to expose issues we prefer to keep
hidden and inspire conversations
about our reality that are difficult
to talk about but absolutely need
to be addressed,” Juarez Wunderlin said.
As the community book read
came to an end, Fleshman encouraged the Lawrence community to
reflect on their participation experience on MLK Day.
“I hope [students] use the day
of service not only to serve others but also to serve themselves…
and have the personal reflection as
well as the external time,” Fleshman said.
Laymon will also be giving a
speech entitled “The Radical Possibility and Democratic Necessity
of Navel Gazing” via virtual platform on Jan. 28 for the University
Convocation series. Students will
have the opportunity to participate in a public question and answer session with Laymon on the
same day.

Do you have questions about any new developments on campus? Do you think The Lawrentian
should be covering any specific event?

Let us know!
Send any tips or suggestions to
TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.
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This Week in Sports History: MLK's legacy magnifies race relations in the
NBA

Gannon Flynn
Sports Editor

________________________________

This week saw Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day come and
go on Jan. 19, but the impact of his
legacy, and especially his assassination, proved that racial ideology (and
conflict) affected every facet of life
even then. The NBA, being one of the
first mostly-Black American leagues,
was undoubtedly the most outspoken
about the death of one of their most
revered heroes.
Bill Russell is, and always
will be, an NBA legend. The man with
the most championships at 11 in 13
years, leading one of the greatest dynasties in sports' history in the 1960s'
Boston Celtics, was also tied to civil
rights activism. He shared in King’s
“March on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom” protest in 1963 and was
present for King’s emphatic “I Have a

Dream” speech. It should come as no
surprise, then, that James Earl Ray’s
assassination of King in 1968 put a
tremendous void in Russell's heart.
The league, at least among the players, was fraught with hopelessness
and misery, Russell included.
The shock, however, didn’t
give the NBA a good enough reason
to postpone the upcoming finals in
their eyes. As ruthless of a decision
as it was to many Black Americans
and supporters of King’s cause, the
world of sports had been proven to be
heartless before, as the NFL hosted
live games immediately following the
death of President John F. Kennedy.
The coldness of big business and entertainment was well known (and has
only grown in recent years), but it
nonetheless added to the despair felt
among Black communities, especially
as certain figures in the NBA were
outspoken about their lack of respect
for King, according to a quote from

Celtics forward Bailey Howell: “What
was his title? Why should we call off
the game?” That sentiment mirrored a
prevailing attitude at the time; King’s
efforts — as strongly as they had appealed to some — were marginalized
and ridiculed by others, probably far
greater in number than those who
supported him.
In the wake of King’s death
and the violence that was soon to arise
from it, Wilt Chamberlain, a Philadelphia 76ers Hall of Famer and Russell’s
rival in the finals, was visibly shaken.
So much so, in fact, that he voted to
sit the game out, along with teammate
Wali Jones. After the game, in which
Russell’s Celtics downed Chamberlain’s Sixers, the two attended King’s
funeral — a moment so moving for
Russell that it inspired his entrance
into the political sector.
The clouds of uncertainty
and confusion that draped over the
players’ minds would take a long while

to fade away — after all, their greatest
hope for the future of their nation had
just been cast into the flames of hatred
and disillusion. Who would represent
their interests as voraciously or as
grand as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.?
Would more fall victim to the same
fate, and would anybody care if they
did? Russell revealed these doubts in
a 2010 interview, feeling that his ideas
— which others had called him a “crazy Negro” for — had been coming to
fruition, and it’s without a doubt that
such feelings had been present since
the death of King.
The NBA’s approach to
King’s death in the moment, to many,
was callous and emotionless, but the
players’ decisions led to more respect
for the activist in later years. Games in
MLK’s honor became a regular occurrence; in fact, the Memphis Grizzlies
host a national game every MLK Day,
and some players collaborated to build
the Dream BIG Campaign — an effort

to recognize Black achievements and
cultural contributions — that gets together every MLK Day as well.
Undoubtedly, these efforts
are able to expand as a result of the
growing number of Black athletes in
the NBA, as well as their vastly grown
spheres of influence. Opinions like
that of Bailey Howell’s would certainly
be scrutinized, as the NBA as a whole
has become an organization that celebrates Blackness and the goals that
have been reached socially, which
have come out of efforts made by the
Black community. Certainly, the death
of King, while horrifically traumatic
for those who supported civil rights
and equality, was a spark. That spark
took activists to new heights, which
desegregated cities and schools, and
that spark was definitely helped along
by high-profile athletes, like Russell
and Chamberlain, making their voices
heard.

Unusual Sports: Competitive
shin-kicking — over 400 years Last Week's Sports: Divisional
winners and losers
old and still kicking!

Kelli Quick
Columnist

______________________________________

The Cotswold Olympic Games take place
in Chipping Cadem, England. Some games previously included racing and tug of war, but in
1612, the new sport — competitive shin-kicking
— was introduced.
What is competitive shin-kicking?
Basically, two people face off, and their objective
is to kick their opponent as hard as they can in
the shins. You gain points every time your opponent falls to the ground from pain. There are
three rounds, and whoever has the highest score
at the end of all the rounds is the winner! When
competing, the opponents tend to face each
other while holding onto each other's collars and
violently or strategically swinging their boots
at one another's shin. The athletes are known
to sometimes stuff straw up their pant legs to
provide some sort of cushion for their shins.
The good news, though, is that all competitors are required to wear “soft” shoes,
meaning no cleats or anything pointy or sharp.
Apparently, there have been issues in the past
in which competitors wore steel capped boots,
and though people enjoy the idea of two old men
kicking each other’s shins in, they seem to draw
the line on “hard” shoes.
Unlike other sports, most of the athletes
are new to the sport each year. It shouldn’t be
surprising that the damage done to the athletes
the previous year makes competing once more
too painful for them to return. Some champions
have returned to defend their title, but it is very
rare. Contestants also may not be able to walk off
the field after their competition.
It is important to point out that, like in
most sports, there is a defensive side. There
are certain tactics that you can deploy in order
to win this competition, but you must be good
at blocking or avoiding certain hits from your
opponent as well as being able to strike at the
correct time. When looking at this sport at that
angle, it reminds me of a more common one-onone sport: fencing.
Fencing is also a sport that requires a lot
of patience, and to be good at it, you must know
how to balance the art of defense and of attack.
But, of course, in this game, it isn’t swords but,
rather, legs.
Although it requires some patience, a more

important skill to have in this sport may be pain
tolerance. It was said that back in the old days,
athletes who participated in competitive shinkicking would build up a pain tolerance to the
sport by hitting their own shins with hammers
— dedication or just plain stupidity? Would
you play a sport that wouldn’t allow you to walk
again? That wouldn’t allow you to ever run,
jump or play other sports?
Maybe that question sounds simple, but the
more you think about it, maybe it's not as crazy
as it may first seem. Take football, for example;
though they have padding and don’t purposely
hit themselves with hammers, they do hit each
other in practice all the time. In game situations
as well, the other team isn’t going in thinking,
“Oh, I’ll only hit him this hard so he won’t get
hurt;” they’re thinking, “I will do whatever it
takes to get possession of that football.” Players
will even make dangerous plays such as “targeting,” in which the player gets thrown out of the
game because the play they just executed was
deemed too dangerous. So, where should we
even draw the line?
Is there really a sport that is too dangerous
to play? Though sports may seem too violent to
its spectators, the athletes themselves are passionate enough to go along with the game's risks,
and isn’t it those risks which (psychotically)
make the game more exciting and interesting for
its participants? Just like the colosseum games,
actual lives were at stake, and, in some sense,
it's similar even now in modern day times. Of
course, people aren't purposely being sacrificed,
but the players know that concussions are possible, they could get paralyzed, and, unfortunately,
some get hit hard and may not wake up one day.
Is it then the duty of an athlete to be
an amazingly courageous performers? Are athletes the modern-day warriors? Whether it’s as
destructive as fighting or as delicate as ribbon
dancing, all sports take skill, patience and, most
importantly, courage. The ability to defend one’s
honor, to show off their strength both in muscles
and of mind. Can we deny them of that? Should
we? I wouldn’t have the guts to compete in shinkicking — to me, the risks outweigh the benefits,
but I feel like there's something to be said about
a person who is willing to risk their body, soul
and mind for something their passionate about
— truly a fearless spirit who keeps on fighting…

lates that than Taron Johnson’s 101-yard pick six
in the third quarter that put the game away for
good. For Buffalo, this marks the first time that
____________________________________
					 they reached the conference championship since
Round two of the NFL concluded 1994, when they lost their fourth consecutive
Super Bowl. This win also makes eight consecuSunday evening with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers,
tive victories, the most for the team since 1990.
led by superstar quarterback Tom Brady, defeatFor Baltimore, the game was a disaping their division rival, the New Orleans Saints,
pointment, as they were held to only 150 yards
30-20. With that, the playoff pool was whitrushing on 32 carries. For the team that led the
tled down from eight teams to four: two teams
NFL in rushing yards for the second consecutive
from the American Football Conference (AFC)
season, they never found their footing on the
and two from the National Football Conference
ground and paid for it with a demoralizing loss.
(NFC). In this article, all four games will be
Some good came from the game from outside the
recapped, and a preview of next week’s games
stadium as well, as Buffalo fans, affectionately
will be provided.
known as the Bills Mafia, started a campaign
The first game to recap, previousthat donated over $150,000 to a charity proly mentioned, is the showdown between the
moted by Ravens quarterback Lamar Jackson.
Buccaneers and Saints. Both teams represented
The campaign started after Jackson left the game
the NFC South, helping to lay claim to being
at the end of the third quarter with an apparent
this year’s toughest division in football. During
concussion.
the regular season, the Saints swept the Bucs in
The last game of the weekend featured
the two games they played against each other,
the Kansas City Chiefs and the Cleveland Browns
including a 38-3 victory that was the largest loss
facing off against each other, in which the Chiefs
of Brady’s illustrious career. The three-peat was
not to be, however, as Saints' quarterback Drew emerged with a 22-17 victory. The reigning
Super Bowl champions jumped out to an impresBrees had one of his worst post-season outings,
sive 19-3 lead heading into the half before things
throwing one touchdown against three interceptions in what might have been his final NFL started to unravel in the third, as superstar quarterback Patrick Mahomes left halfway through
game. Next week, Brady will take on the Packers
the quarter with a concussion. After that, they
in his 14th championship game as he attempts to
only managed one field goal the rest of the game.
reach his 10th Super Bowl.
However, the fourth quarter held the
Speaking of the Packers, the team
most intrigue in the game, as the Chiefs who
led by all-pro quarterback Aaron Rodgers beat
the Los Angeles Rams 32-18 in the other NFC were leading by five forced Cleveland to punt
with little time remaining. On the next possesmatchup. The two teams exchanged field goals
sion, backup quarterback Chad Henne scramin the first quarter before Green Bay started to
bled for 13 yards to force a fourth and one situedge away, as they took the lead and never really
ation. Instead of going for the punt, head coach
seemed threatened by the Rams. Rodgers threw
Andy Reid dialed up a pass from Henne to top
for two touchdowns and ran for another in the
victory, becoming the first Packers quarterback receiver Tyreek Hill for the conversion. That
gamble allowed them to run out the remaining
to rush for a touchdown in a playoff game at
clock and escape with the victory.
Lambeau Field since the infamous “Ice Bowl”
With the victory, Kansas City has the
in 1967. It will also be Rodgers’ first conference
opportunity to punch their ticket to the Super
championship at home since he became the
Bowl for the second consecutive year, as they
starter for Green Bay. Green Bay has lost their
beat the San Francisco 49ers last year to capture
last three consecutive championship appearthe Lombardi. Before they do that, they must
ances; however, in each of those, they were the
defeat the Buffalo Bills with their high-powered
visiting team.
offense and must do it potentially without the
Starting in the AFC, the Buffalo Bills
best quarterback in the league. The last time
beat the Baltimore Ravens in the lowest scoring
game of the week, winning 17-3. In a game in these two teams met was in week six of the regular season, when the Chiefs emerged victorious
which there was only one offensive touchdown,
26-17.
defense ruled the day. No play better encapsu-

Shawn McCandlish
Columnist
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Transcendent Threads

Almost Heaven

By Kelly Foy

By Rachel Robrecht

Previously: As the world comes
to an end, Lyra and Alice decide to
forgo life in a bunker for one last
grand road trip of the country.
“I still think we’d be better off
going to a Fleet Farm or something,”
Lyra grumbles, sliding shut the door
to their transport.
Frowning at her, Alice slings an
empty backpack over her shoulder.
“You have no sense of adventure.”
When Lyra raises her brows, Alice
sighs. “Yeah, okay, fine. But you have
to admit, raiding the Mall of America
during the apocalypse is significantly
cooler than going to a Fleet Farm.”
“Maybe. I bet they don’t have as
many canned goods, though.”
Alice yanks on an automatic
door until it creaks open, then leads
Lyra down a hallway. “We can stop
by a grocery store on the way out of
the city. For now,” she grins, spreading her arms wide, “behold this shining monument to American consumerism.”
Stepping into the atrium, Lyra
takes in the barricaded storefronts,
surrounded by glittering piles of
broken glass. Trash, scattered out
from toppled garbage cans, litters
the floor, and Lyra feels renewed
gratitude for the air filter in her
Envirosuit as she watches flies buzz
around rotten food.
“It looks like shit,” Lyra
remarks, stepping carefully over a
putrefying burger on her way to the
map. She ignores Alice’s eye roll and
scans the list of stores. “We should
probably start with the outdoor supply store, yeah?”
“Or we could start there.” Alice
points to a different part of the map,
and Lyra squints to read the label.
“They have an amusement
park? In a mall?”

Alice nods, eyes sparkling
behind her visor. “I bet if we switch
on the back-up generator, we could
get the rides to work. Come on, it’ll
be fun.”
“Super fun. You know, until we
die.”
“Is that really something to be
concerned about at this point?” Alice
counters.
Lyra sighs. “Fair enough. Lead
the way.”
***
“Okay, so the water slide is definitely a no-go,” Lyra says. “Water’s
completely shut off; I can’t even get
anything to come out of the bubbler.
Any luck with the rides?”
Leaning against a food stall, she
watches Alice mess with the control
panel. “Almost got it ...” LEDs flicker
on as the Ferris Wheel groans to life.
“Hell yeah!” Alice shouts, pumping a
fist in the air. “I figure this one’s got
the least chance of killing us. Plus,
the view will be nice.” She pulls a
switch, and one of the passenger cars
comes to a stop at the bottom, swaying slightly. “Hop on.”
Lyra settles into her seat as Alice
leans over the railing on her tiptoes
to flick the switch again. “The view is
nice,” Lyra admits as they begin their
slow ascent. She tries to picture how
it must have been before — the shifting sea of families and tourists below,
the sounds of rushing water, distant
screams, faint carnival music. She
wonders if there are any rollercoasters in the bunkers. Probably not,
she supposes. It would be impractical to make a chamber with a high
enough ceiling, not to mention the
power needed to keep it running.
Maybe there’s some multi-billionaire
out there with a private bunker and
love of amusement parks, but that’s

worse than not having any at all. The
point of frivolous things is to make
people happy, and it seems wrong to
have something so very frivolous that
gives joy to so very few.
“The outdoors store is probably going to be pretty picked over,
huh?” Alice sighs, interrupting Lyra’s
thoughts.
“Yeah, probably.” Lyra tilts her
head up to look out of the glass ceiling. The sky burns a rusty red with
the setting sun. “Do you know what
might still be intact, though?”
“What?”
“Jewelry stores. I think we
should just take, like, all of the diamonds.”
Alice snorts. “Just loose diamonds or rings and necklaces too?”
“I mean, definitely some actual
jewelry, but I think it would be hilarious to run around with pockets full of
loose diamonds, don’t you?”
“Cause they’re worthless?” Alice
asks.
“Exactly!” Lyra laughs, a little
crazed. “Cause they were never really
worth anything, we just made it up,
and now it doesn’t even matter anymore, right? I bet we could get more
trading with a can of SPAM than a
fistful of diamonds.”
“Wait, oh my God, can we go to
the SPAM museum after this?”
A smile tugs at the corner of
Lyra’s mouth. “Sure. We can go anywhere you want.”
Join us next week for another
installment of this term’s apocalyptic roadtrip
serial: “Almost
Heaven”! Missed a chapter? Catch
up on lawrentian.com

In a Snowflake
By Nupur Vaghasia

I’d be remiss to say I don’t love
bright colors — how can you not? A
life that is monochrome is a lonesome one, to me. Flash backward to
June 2019. I’m sitting in the Seeley
G. Mudd library, failing to study
for my finals, when I get a text
from my friend, Emma. I figure since
I’ve already lost motivation to study,
clicking the link can’t do much harm.
The website is one that became a
favorite of mine over the next twoish years: Bigbudpress.com.
Big Bud Press is a company
based in Los Angelos that makes
all of their clothes ethically and in
the U.S. — no fast fashion here.
The colors they use are absolutely
mesmerizing, I mean, I’m in absolute awe over the pants, shirts and,
most of all, the jumpsuits. Scrolling
through the website is like watching
a waterfall of skittles, both the blue
AND red bag.
It was deep into the summer
of 2019, about two months after my
friend sent me their website. I decided to venture and buy a pair of their
trousers, however, in the color black.
Since the clothing is sourced locally
and ethically made, they run for a
pretty penny. I decided it was best
to buy a staple color so I could wear
them as much as I wanted, and the
darker the color, the easier to hide
the inevitable stains. Now, when I
say that I wanted to cry when I put
these pants on, believe me, it was a
beautiful moment. It was like being
hugged by a million Baby Yoda’s in
Snuggies, probably better than that.
These trousers were both casual and
professional and comfortable, yet
not loungewear.
After a month passed, I decided
to treat myself to another pair. I had
been eyeing the “Burnt Orange” color
for a hot minute, and I needed my
paws on ‘em. What is Burnt Orange,
you ask? Well, can you imagine a
burnt summer sun marrying a sweet
tangerine and having a beautiful
child? That’s Burnt Orange. These
were the same cut as the black pants
I bought. So pleated, so fitted, so
miraculous. These were the perfect
summer fading into fall pants. As I
started building and adding to my
Big Bud collection, I started branching out into different styles: the work
pants, the jumpsuits and even some
t-shirts.

However, there’s a special “easter-egg” sale that Big Bud Press has,
and that’s called a sample sale. I had
no clue what a sample sale was, but,
apparently, it’s where a company
gets rid of old-ish stock for extremely
affordable prices. Now, this had my
name written all over it. I was gonna
buy as much clothing as I possibly
could. However, I was not the only
person who felt this way. As the
online sale approached, I sat at my
computer feverishly refreshing, only
to have the clothing I wanted go out
of stock before my very eyes. Similar
to when a magician pulls out a sheet
from under a fully set table. Now,
this has happened to me at every
BBP sample sale to date; I even had
my mom try and help to no avail.
So, flash forward to Jan. 16,
2021. I awoke and opened my phone
to my Instagram feed, nothing out
of the normal. That is until I spied
a post from Big Bud Press that said
something along the lines of: “Sale
at the Chicago story only, two days.”
I sprinted out of bed and into the
shower. My mom and I made it
down to the store with about 20
minutes until opening, and we were
the third people in line. Somehow,
standing outside a Logan Square
storefront on a rather balmy winter
morning felt like I had just won the
Olympics.
The first four people got to
enter the store, and it felt like I was
in a completely different world. The
colors melted into each other like
a pot of gold at the end of a rainbow. I felt like all my failed sample
sale attempts had finally paid off.
The staff was intensely friendly and
insanely cool. I bought a pair of wellpriced kelly green, western pants,
a tie-dyed Chicago tee shirt and a
floral mini tote.
Big Bud Press is a miraculous
small business that is hip, ethical,and
insanely colorful and beautiful. I
had been worrying that fashion was
steering away from boisterous colors. Even so, after visiting the Big
Bud store, I realized it didn’t matter
if others were moving away from the
reds, pinks, purples, greens because
I could always bop back down and
buy a crazy pair of pants.
Thanks, BBP, for your vision.
—xoxo, Kelly
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Paper Mill Talk, Part Two
By Lauren Kelly

Anthony
Burgess’s
“A
Clockwork Orange” (1962), with its
intuitive vocabulary, has inspired
me to document my linguistic environments. I will write about a different environment each week without
explaining any vocabulary used. My
hope is that readers will gradually
learn what these words mean as
they read on and notice if I insert a
word that does not belong. Through
this, I will explore belonging: does
knowing the words of an environment help increase belonging, even
if one has never been in the environment themselves?
Year two. Dreading the hours,
missing college, already tired at orientation. B tour? Or A or D or C tour? B
tour. Monday Thursday Friday days.
Then nights, Tuesday Wednesday
Saturday Sunday Monday Thursday
Friday. 12 + 12 + 12 = money so I
can go back. College life is easier
than this life on 45. But what? New
machine, second hand, no wrapper,
offline with Randy? Shack and break
room for noon lunch and midnight
lunch? Morning stretches too. I can
watch 45’s third hand go back and
forth backwards all shift, while I sit
and watch and drive to Randy and sit
and watch and drive to Randy? I just
need to take from the upender and
leave on his upender on the offline?
Easy. Familiar faces but strangers.
They know me as 45’s back and forth
backwards, slow, Denise survivor
driver. But Dan, and Brenda, and
Ntxhuav, and Nick, and Paul! So
nice. Friends from the downstairs
winders and shipping and 45 and 9
coater and L/M stop and talk and
help me with cores and orders and
the core cutter and the headers — too
hard with the long forks. I do miss
the green towmotor. And the gas
towmotor! I felt so strong and fast

and cool, but at least I don’t have to
get someone to change the tank for
me. They still help with the core rack
because I don’t know how. But my
old friends smile and say hi — this
was 2019, so it was easier to hear me
— tap on my shoulder, yell from the
towmotor, visit. Very glad to be good
at this new job and on 36 with Dan
and not 34. ASRS so cool. Put rolls
down fast with the clamp truck or the
prong truck or sometimes even with
their forks, but only if it’s rework.
Pearl, poly?? Or some other grade
I loathe or love or wish was from 9
coater so it would be bright and not
dull like 19 or 13 coater. 9 calendar
so slow, so always wish it came off
the coater. Not the ASRS or manual
stacker though because that means
rework and that means straps tight
and not gentle and easy. It means
depending on operator so all 7,000
pounds don’t fall on me, 19-yearold me. But lift up up up big roll on
big steel core up high; I control the
hoist and put it in the backstand and
bring it to the left into the chucks so
the operator can inflate the chucks,
make it stay, lower the hoist when
they nod. Bring the hoist away. Need
to know if there will be a splice or
a paster or a web break — what to
do. Which way was the arrow pointing again? Oh, no, take it out and
spin it around again. That’s better.
Hang it up or set the sheet on the
ground? Ooh, fifteen degree splice
with the red pluster tape? Or the easier sticky blue and nice blue? Make
sure to follow the special instructions! Mark the splice on both ends
with an arrow, a half moon sharpie,
a nice neon “splice” sheet? No web
break, great. But not a roll-for-roll
so you need to wait, the core cutter
can wait, the battery changing can
wait, the ordering headers can wait.
Fast shift but slow order. 12 hours

are not hard. My partner said I’d be
on this all day, all the 131 pallets are
here (my favorite) but I need to get
030s by the baler. Some time, so I do
that and see Jeff and say hi and then
return and roll ready so I do that and
get my 36 poly and the 42 regular for
the WO5672 order; it’s hot so D tour
will be on it next. What kind of cores?
3” or 6”? I hope they’re pre-cut. Joe
trained me well but 6” core cutter is
hard. L/M can help cut for me so no
worries, just 10 6” 62” usually here
but 45 on it and busy so need them
cut. Good thing she could help; ASRS
and west dock drivers going fast,
crazy, scary through the mill. I’m too
slow. I would have waited by the pallets and made my operator wait and
pull the set for me and leave them on
the conveyor. But I was there and I
could let out the air and put the stickers on the headers and the belly of
the roll. There. Good rolls, no defects.
Just a two-cut. Pull the shafts out,
move the hoists, down the conveyor,
help the operator re-shaft with the
two 3” 30” cores. 2pp. Put the air
back in, they got it from here, I kick,
upend, drive to offline, come back.
Rinse, repeat. About 20 more times.
Then set up on WO5672 for partners
so wait for the operator to set up and
I can get the pallets and headers and
cores in the core cart all set up. Then
sweep, empty garbage, sit. Joe’s my
partner, he doesn’t care, he knows,
it’s been 19 years. Just two for me.
I’ll be back on Thursday to repeat
this again with a different work order
and different special instructions
and different partners at night. Then
Friday days and Tuesday Wednesday
Saturday Sunday Monday Thursday
Friday nights Tuesday Wednesday ...
all summer. Year two was a good one
for me, 36 helper.

By Celeste Reyes

Hermigrant
By Willem Villerius
I dreamt up. I dreamt it up.
I dreamt for sore ears. I dreamt of
songs. I supposed it sacred.

Searching. Researching. Sea
urchin. Street urchin. I slept on silt.

I came to. I came too. I came
upon a mound. I came to the climax.
I surveyed the site.

Found. Confounded. Found it.
Finders reapers. I started at sunrise.

Nothing. Not a thing. No city
up a hill. No city up the hill. I sought
the city.
Left. I’m left. I’m leaving here.
I’m the leavings. I survived a symptom.
Undone. Undid it all. Unwound
and unwind. Under a wound. I
scabbed the sliver.
Fine. Refined. I’m fine. It’s the
finer things. I stopped the study.

Working. Work in. Work in
progress. Work king. I scribed some
sage.
Will. Will it. No will. Will to
what. I sunk the spirit.
End. Ending. End times. End
game. I sold a soul.
I slept. I sleep. I slumped over.
I’m asleep. I sleep I sleep.
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Subculture on Main: Mai Namiki

Features Section Editor

_________________________________________________

Subculture on Main strives to raise awareness of the diversity of
people and important issues on the Lawrence University campus. Care is taken to give equal platform to unique individuals
and to listen to their stories with an open mind. Interviews are
reflective only of the interviewee, not of their whole group.
Junior Mai Namiki is an international student from
Tokyo, Japan. She is studying biology and neuroscience on campus for the 2020-2021 academic year despite the option to return
home during the pandemic. Namiki has put considerable effort
into studying abroad in the U.S. and values the liberal arts style of
education very much. She hopes to gain as much as she can during
her experience here.
During the discussion, Namiki explained her sense of
belonging to what might be considered a subculture. “Being an
international student makes me really feel that I’m a part of the
Japanese culture, especially because there’s not a lot of Japanese
people here. I won’t feel that way if I’m in Japan because a majority [of it] is us Japanese people,” she said. “Being an international
student at Lawrence really makes me feel the connection between
my background back home. Because people at Lawrence are different, it makes me even more aware of the characteristics that we,
[Japanese people], have.”
Namiki took a moment to reflect on what characteristics and stereotypes there are about people from her ethnicity.
“[That’s] a hard question because [these characteristics] come
across without me being aware of it. We tend to try to do things
perfectly. It has to be right, and sometimes that really stresses you
out. I had that problem too. [For example,] if I’m going to do this
thing, this assignment, or if I’m going to take an exam, I feel like
I have to do it perfectly.” She continued, “Even for casual things
like cooking, I feel like I have to measure everything perfectly
and follow the steps perfectly. I look at the recipe like three times
before actually doing it.” Namiki clarified, “I mean, of course, not
all Japanese people would feel this way, but I feel that people
from other cultures are more okay with not being perfect or more
relaxed doing things. I think [...] I became more able to be okay
with not doing things perfectly. If things go wrong, I’m like, ‘Oh,
that happens.’ I won’t stress over it anymore after [spending time

in the U.S.]”
“I was planning to go to a Japanese university with a
method of American college application,” Namiki began when
telling the story about how she came to Lawrence. She decided
that she wanted to have a liberal arts education, but Japan does
not have any liberal arts universities. Since the U.S. is known for
liberal arts college, she said, “I really wanted to study and go to
[an] American, liberal arts college.” She mentioned a problem
that certain international students face when they study abroad
in the U.S., though. “The biggest thing that struck me [about
Lawrence] is that there aren’t a lot of Japanese people on campus.
And I thought that was really, really a really important factor
because many of us who try to go to a foreign country to learn
something new or be better at English often end up being together
with [other] Japanese people. And then they come back, and they
didn’t learn anything. That’s a big problem with studying abroad,
so, I thought it would be a good way to push myself.”
Namiki then went on to describe some of the things
she has learned about the differences between the American and
Japanese educational systems. “In the U.S., students ask lots of
questions during class. I thought that was really impressive,” she
said. “For you guys, it’s normal. But for [Japanese students], it can
be difficult to ask questions. We’re used to our education system
being one-way, from the teacher to the student. It’s never students
asking the teacher questions. When I saw American students
asking the professor [and expressing intellectual opinions] was
shocking to me because teachers are supposed to be ‘perfect.’”
She added, “In my culture, what the teacher said would be on the
exam would be on the test. I never questioned stuff, so, I saw a
huge difference there.” Additionally, she explained that primaryand secondary-level education focus primarily on college entrance
exams, which often leaves Japanese students underprepared to
participate in the liberal arts discussion-based curriculum. “That
really shocked me, [that I was behind].”
“I think I’m getting much better than before. Before,
I never talked in class, and I never asked questions. Recently, I
started to be able to talk more and discuss more things, but it’s
something I still have to be cautious about,” Namiki explained.
According to her, as she has learned to particpate more frequently
and in better ways, she has discovered new academic interests.
Namiki identified traditional and alternative medicines
as her main interests. She might like to go deeper into medical

Junior Mai Namiki.
Photo by Dani Massey.

anthropology, which led her to her majors. “Sometimes, they can
work much better than what is called modern, Western medicine.”
She said that traditional medicine is looked down upon in the
industry, but she mentioned that could be in part by the lack of
research done in the area. “They have a lower importance than
Western medicine, so they don’t get researched,” she commented
and then addressed the direction she is headed now. “I wasn’t
sure if I wanted to be a researcher, but by getting an American
degree and speaking English, you can find a job very easily back
in Japan. I’m going into science, and it was perfect timing when I
heard about Dr. Becker’s lab,” which is a behavioral neuroendocrinology lab on campus just being launched by Associate Professor
of Psychology Elizabeth Becker ‘04. “I [also] researched developmental disorders last summer; it’s very interesting for me.”
To conclude, Namiki discussed a little bit about her
newfound interests in science. “It’s so interesting to understand
that your brain is actually controlling everything — everything
you see, everything you feel. It feels like everyone knows this, but
when you actually think about it, it’s really cool,” she said. Namiki
is thriving as an international student at Lawrence. She is growing and finding new opportunities as she becomes more and more
open. She is excited for what the future holds.
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Dani Massey

Memorial: Pat Powell

Features Section Editor

_________________________________________________

Patricia Powell, age 78, passed away
on Tuesday Jan. 4, 2021 at Appleton Medical
Center after battling the COVID-19 virus briefly.
She was born Nov. 1, 1942 to Henry and
Genevieve Bonk. Patricia married Gary Powell
on Feb. 9, 1963.
Pat worked at Ariens Manufacturing
Company in Brillion, Wisconsin until her retirement. After which, she worked part-time as a
member of former Lawrence Dining Services
and current Bon Appétit Dining Services teams
for many years. She will be missed as part of the
Lawrence community, as she touched many lives
during her time here.
Pat liked to travel with her late husband, Gary, and bingo and slot machines. For
the last 19 years, Pat spent her summers in Door
County. She loved reading and the Green Bay
Packers.

Patricia is survived by her children
James and Christine Powell, grandchildren
Bailey, Kalyn Kane, and James, and great grandchild Kadem alongside their significant others.
Patricia is also survived by her siblings Jenny
Anderson, Clara Leonard, Debbie Byng, and Don
Bonk, in-laws Ron Powell, their significant others, and many nieces and nephews.
Her children wrote in her obituary
published in Appleton’s Post-Crescent on Jan. 8,
2021: “Mom, grandma, great grandma… we are
heart-broken you left us so soon. We love you
and will miss you. Rest easy. Please know that
COVID is real.”
A friend wrote, “Pat, your smile and
friendly hello will be missed at Harbor Village.
Bob and I pray that your family will find peace
knowing that you are with God.”
Julie Esch Hurvis Dean of Spiritual
and Religious Life and Chaplain to the University
Linda Morgan-Clement wrote to the campus
body in her memory, “Pat had many close friends

@TheLawrentian

amongst our Dining Services team, and I know
that you will acknowledge their loss and the
many complex emotions that are present, even
as they continue to provide gracious hospitality
to the campus. […] Friends, I encourage us to
hold Pat and those who love her gently. Allow
your own heart space to name its anguish with
the care you would offer a friend. Have the
courage to give the gift of silence, to feel deeply,
to have no answer and to allow others the
same. Engage, challenge, encourage and love
across this small community so that Lawrence
itself may be an imperfect beacon for a collective reconstruction of shared life.”
A memorial celebration of Pat
Powell’s life will be held at a later date to mitigate the risks of the coronavirus. Details of the
memorial will be announced as they become
public.
You may send flowers or plant a tree
in Patricia Powell’s memory at https://legcy.
co/2KzdAMd

/Lawrentian

Pat Powell
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The Great Midwest Trivia Contest LVI

Dani Massey

Features Section Editor

_________________________________________________

		
The Annual Great Midwest Trivia Contest is
coming up next week! During the weekend of Jan. 29—31, the longest running college bowl trivia contest in the world will be returning in its 56th year. To save you the math, The Great Midwest
Trivia Contest, then known as “Encampment,” premiered April
29, 1966. Trivia runs for 50 continuous hours with lots of fun
people, music, snacks and, of course, trivia. Trivia is hosted by
WLFM, Lawrence University’s streaming radio, and has been
since the game’s establishment. Players from all over the world
compete in teams to earn the most points. Official registration
begins at 8 p.m. Central Standard Time on Jan. 29 and will end at
around 12 a.m. on Jan. 31. The contest begins at 10 p.m. on Jan.
29. Late-comers can register throughout the contest but will be at
a points’ disadvantage.
This year, the event will be held in its entirety online —
streamed on Twitch and participated in over Discord to maintain
social-distancing guidelines. Think you’ve got Trivia chops? Keep
your eyes out for more information on how to register and play in
next week’s edition of The Lawrentian.

@TheLawrentian
/Lawrentian

Listen at twitch.tv/greatmidwesttrivia.
This year’s group of Trivia Masters.
Photo provided by Mary Grace Wagner.

Dani Massey
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National Cervical Health Awareness Month

Features Section Editor

_________________________________________________

Cervical health is an issue that concerns people of all
genders and sexual orientations. Our ever-growing scientific
understanding of sexuality and gender makes it clear that we cannot continue to call vaginal and cervical health issues exclusively
“women’s health problems” as is often stated in commonly found
literature about sexual health. After all, we would be excluding
nonbinary, agender, transgender, intersex individuals if we did
not address everyone. Asexuals, you’re not off the hook! Not
only that, but people with penises and variants thereof are often
in contact with their vaginal counterparts sexually and must be
included in the conversation about vaginal and cervical health
as well. According to the National Cervical Cancer Coalition,
more than 13,000 people are diagnosed with cervical cancer
each year, prompting a serious healthcare problem to consider.
Since cancers and sexually-transmitted infections (STI) affect so
many people annually, the U.S. Congress designated January as
National Cervical Health Awareness Month to help mitigate the
problem of undereducation around sexual topics.
Human papillomavirus, commonly known as HPV,
is the most common (STI) in the U.S., with 14 million people
becoming infected each year (CDC, 2019). For college students,
knowledge about the disease is shockingly low, and many choose
not to vaccinate themselves because of this (Kellogg, 2019). The
STI can remain asymptomatic and not cause any problems for
some people at times, but, at other times, it may express itself in
the form of genital warts or even cancer (Planned Parenthood).
HPV is transmitted through skin-to-skin contact, which is what
most frequently happens during sexual contact. It is spread
through the body’s mucous membranes and bodily fluids, so it
can be transmitted by body parts that open up to the outside. This
means that HPV can be transmitted orally, vaginally and anally
through sexual activity. Even if it isn’t obvious that bodily fluids
are involved, it is still a risk. This also means you can’t get it from
toilet seats or shaking hands! Risks of the STI can lead to serious
health problems and may interfere with pregnancies. Notably,
HPV has been directly linked to cervical cancer (American Cancer
Society, 2020).
Preventative care makes all the difference in protecting
yourself and sexual partners and can be achieved with simple,
effective strategies. Safe sex practices may seem like obvious and
low-hanging fruit, but its importance cannot be stressed enough.
To begin with, an informed consent approach to sexual activity
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can prevent a plethora of problems from social drama to the transmission of life-altering STIs. Before engaging in sexual activity,
which includes kissing, it is important to know the status of your
partner’s or partners’ STI tests. They can give you information
about risks you might be engaging in. Simply asking in a direct
way can get you the information you need to make autonomous
choices for your body. For example, you may learn about your
potential partner’s sexual network and test results for STIs such
as herpes, HIV/AIDS and HPV among others.
If you are sexually active, you may want to consider
additional measures to body-informed consent. Since HPV is
transmitted through skin-to-skin contact, using contact barriers
such as condoms is imperative. Penile and vaginal (often referred
to as “female”) condoms, dental dams and other latex-based
contact barriers prevent the exchange of bodily fluids and limit
vulnerable bodily openings from direct skin-on-skin contact.
Unlike the use of face masks, however, every party involved does
not need to wear a barrier. Actually, it is not recommended to use
both a penile and vaginal simultaneously because the materials
create a friction that can causes the barriers to break. You will
also want to cover and replace coverings of sex toys like vibrators
and dildos if you will be sharing them with a partner. Never insert
toys into a vagina that has been inserted anally since the type of
bacteria found in and around the anus is very harmful to vaginal
and cervical health. Although intimate toys are made of body-safe
materials, such as silicone, they can also harbor bacteria and
transmit diseases. Consistent usage of recommended contact barriers greatly reduces the risk of transmission of HPV among other
STIs. Contact barriers are available at most healthcare facilities
for free, including the Wellness Center on campus.
There are solutions for everyone, even if you aren’t
sexually active, because cervical health problems may arise on
their own. Whether it’s genetic or environmental, you could be at
risk for contracting an STI and developing a cervical disease. For
example, sometimes STIs lay dormant for a long period of time
before becoming active, even if you haven’t been sexually active in
a long time. Individuals aged 11 years and older may receive a preventative HPV vaccine, brand-named Gardasil and Cervarix. It is
recommended for individuals through age 26 and may be received
up to age 45 (CDC, 2020). The vaccine works to prevent future
infections but does not treat previous exposure to HPV. During
masturbation, keeping your hands, environment and sex toys
clean is a must. Be sure to wash your toys with material-specific
safe soap before and after every use, sterilize them regularly and
keep them in a closed container! If you have a cervix, routine pap
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smears and cervical exams can help you keep tabs on your health.
It is recommended that individuals aged 21 and up receive these
at least once every three years, unless recommended by a personal
physician to test more frequently.
Symptoms of HPV include warts around the genital
area, mouth or hands, abnormal genital appearance, abnormal
vaginal discharge, genital or oral lesions and blood not related
to menstrual functions. The appearance of blood should be
addressed immediately by a medical professional. Seek medical
attention if any of these symptoms causes discomfort, embarrassment or pain. Should you find yourself with these symptoms, you
may want to prepare yourself with a checklist of things to address:
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Contact your healthcare provider to request an STI screening
appointment.
Go to your screening! Be prepared to provide specific details
about your concerns such as the date you first found the
problem.
Ask your provider to walk you through the process if you are
nervous. Ask questions if you have them.
Abstain from sexual activity until you know your test results
to prevent the spread of the disease. Routine testing is also
a fun date idea!
Let your sexual network know of any positive test results or
serious concerns. Telling your partners is a crucial part of
a consensual sexual relationship, as they may want to get
tested or abstain themselves.
Seek support from a professional if you identify any ongoing
concerns for your physical or mental health.
Remember, there is no shame in consensual sexual activity,
and no one practices safe sex perfectly — only practice can
make better.

There are many resources available for little to no cost to you,
especially if your insurance plan includes obstetrician-gynecologist (OB-GYN) care. The Lawrence University Wellness Center,
Planned Parenthood and your general practitioner are great
places to start seeking support and further resources.
For concerns about sexual assault, the Student Alliance
Against Sexual Harassment and Assault (SAASHA) and the Sexual
Harassment and Assault Resources and Education (SHARE) committee can help guide decisions regarding Title IX complaints and
emergency care. A confidential campus advocate can be reached
at 920-832-6574.
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MLK Music for All Concert

______________________________________

ADVERTISE
EXPOSURE

In an effort to get more voices
involved in the planning of the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service
at Lawrence, many of the events were
proposed and executed by students
here on campus. Throughout the day,
students and community members
were encouraged to register for events
on disability policy and advocacy,
abolition and anti-racism as well as
a community book reading. There
was something for any comfort level.
Among these events was the Music for
All concert. In years past, on the Day
of Service, students and faculty have
teamed up with Riverview Gardens, a
close neighbor of campus in Appleton

and where many service hours have
been logged, to put on a performance
showcasing the musical talents of the
Lawrence community — of which
there is no shortage.
The concert is usually held at
Riverview Gardens; however, this
year, as most things, it was taken
into the virtual world instead. Junior
Jacob Dikelsky handled the organization of musicians on the school’s end,
and when the performances came
together, over 80 people logged into
Zoom to enjoy the music as an online
group. There are drawbacks to the
format, but one upside is that it does
allow for continued community safety
and allows those who are far away
from campus to participate either as a
performer or as an audience member,
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including a few viewers who don’t
attend the university. Additionally, it
could all be enjoyed from the comfort
of home.
The concert went off without a hitch, with each of the performances pre-recorded for quality’s
sake. The pieces played were beautiful and varied, from chaotic pieces
like “Hammers” by Allison Loggins
Hull, played by flautist junior Allison
Gauvreau and percussionists sophomore Dylan Borash and juniors Ben
DePasquale and Aaron Montreal,
which was meant to emulate the
sounds of construction in a city, to the
smooth fluttering of junior Isabella
Cisneros on the flute playing “Danza
de la Mariposa” by Valerie Coleman,
and showing the rhythms and sounds

To advertise in
The
Lawrentian,
contact
lawrentian@
lawrence.edu.

Artist Review: JJ Shubert

Erin O’Brien
Staff Writer

______________________________________

JJ Shurbet is a 19-year-old artist,
born and raised in the South and currently based here in Appleton. They
launched a YouTube channel in 2015
and gained a following after releasing an acoustic Lil Peep cover, subsequently gaining popularity on the
platform for their creative takes on
a diversity of covers. Shurbet began
recording original music under the
project name Scruffpuppie in 2017,
which was mostly acoustic alternative work described on their Spotify
as deeply influenced by Bon Iver and
an “homage to the grunge, folk and
indie icons who came before them.” In
2020, they released both an acoustic
extended play (EP) in continuation of
this genre, as well as an experimental electronic/hyper-pop album under
the new moniker, grimtweaker.
Both of Shurbet’s latest projects
are short and sweet, with each being
only about 20 minutes in total. Their
debut experimental album entitled,
“Junction 15,” is only 17 minutes long
but includes several impressive fea-

tures, including established artists in
the field, such as Cmten on the track
“Regular Show,” who has worked
with genre-defining influences such
as 100 gecs and XIX. The work is a
marked deviation from Shurbet’s previous acoustic discography, emphasized by an entirely new project name.
However, though the genre is a wild
departure, “Junction 15” shares a thematic and lyrical similarity with the
rest of Shurbet’s work.
Scruffpuppie’s acoustic work is
described as “rooted in the monotony
of suburban angst,” a theme they seem
to continue to explore through the
album, “Junction 15,” which incidentally shares a name with an apartment
complex in suburban Texas. Several
tracks grapple with identity in the
context of substances, social perception and local frustration before finally describing leaving on Christmas
Eve 2019 in the track “Mop” towards
the end of the album.
While the themes in “Junction
15” are somewhat of a continuation of Shurbet’s previous work as
Scruffpuppie, their expression in
electronic music rather than more
lyrically-focused guitar music is dif-
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UPCOMING:

1/26 4 p.m. Take a Hike,
Esch Hurvis

ferent. In true hyper-pop tradition,
the lyrics are more punchy, simple
and repetitive with a great deal of
attention to production, samples or
instrumentals and the overall generation of funky sounds and moods,
rather than the at times ballad-like
storytelling lyrics found on the EP
“Never Coming Home.” Both works,
especially since their creation in the
same year, certainly demonstrate a
wide range of artistic expression in
both form and content. Additionally,
the widely variant records were each
published by the same Virginia-based
label, Psychic Music, self-described
on their Facebook page as “giving
unknown artists a platform to succeed
through personalized help, worldclass distribution and major label
marketing tools” regardless of genre.
Shurbet’s original music is available for streaming on Spotify and
Apple Music, while more of both
their covers and originals can be
found on YouTube and SoundCloud
— both accounts under the name
Scruffpuppie. They also keep active
Instagram accounts under both professional titles, updated with music
and merch drop info.

1/28 4:30pm In-Person
Guided Meditation, Esch
Hurvis

1/22 8 p.m. Student
recital: senior Hung Phi
Nguyen, piano

1/27 5 p.m. Yoga,
physically-distanced, Esch 1/28 4:30 p.m. First
Hurvis
Generation Collaborative
Mixer, Zoom
1/27 5:30 p.m. Among
Us: Crewmate Carnival,
1/29 7 p.m. SOUP Live
Somerset
Music, Mead Witter

1/25 4:30 p.m. Virtual
Meditation, Zoom

1/27 7 p.m. LU Reads,
Zoom

1/22 4 p.m. Mudd Library
Fiber Arts and Chat,
Zoom

1/28 11:15 a.m. University
1/26 11:15 a.m. Yoga,
physically-distanced, Esch Convocation, Zoom
Hurvis

1/29 10 p.m. The Great
Midwest Trivia Contest
LVI, Online

of various butterflies. Somewhere in
between these two moods was a piano
piece played by Professor of Music
Michael Mizrahi, called “The Red
Devil Dreams of Numbers,” which is
by Lawrence alumnus Evan Williams
‘10. It tumbled through an elaborate
intro before leveling out to a slower
lyrical section.
Before each piece, there was
an introduction that explained more
about the piece. The tone of the introductions was sometimes more casual
than an in-person concert, which
made it all feel a bit more informal
but also gave the viewers a chance
to see the personalities of who was
playing. Before their trombone quartet rendition of “Emma Catherine”
by Omar Thomas, juniors Mikayla

Frank-Martin, Jacob Dikelsky, Omar
Tlatelpa-Nieto and Nathan Graff
explained that the cadence of the
name “Emma Catherine” was the
inspiration for the song, and then
went around explaining how the
beats would flow.
One unique aspect of this Zoom
format that is not reproducible in
person, was the type of audience
interaction that happened during
the performance. In the chat-box of
the livestream, people were able to
respond in real-time with their reactions to what was going on. It was
a kind of feedback that those who
performed could keep track of even
as they watched their own recordings
— pleasant and impressed viewers all
around.

Movies, Movies, Movies
Levi Homman
Columnist

______________________________________

“Wonder Woman 1984,” 2020,
directed by Patty Jenkins – 2/5 Stars
The first “Wonder Woman”
film had its flaws, as most bombastic
blockbusters do, but was a mostly
enjoyable romp on par with other
superhero flicks. The same cannot be
said for “Wonder Woman 1984.”
All superhero movies, to succeed within the genre, require a few
bare-bones elements. First, they
need a simple, straightforward plot
that is easy to follow. In a genre so
packed with action, the viewer should
never be left wondering why characters are fighting or where they are
going. Second, they need believable,
competently-produced stunts and
special effects. Viewers’ suspension
of disbelief should never be broken by
bad green screen or muddy computergenerated imagery (CGI). Third, and
perhaps most importantly, they need
good, funny writing. Humor is crucial
to breaking up the action sequences,
and making the audience laugh can
make super-powered protagonists
more relatable and grounded.
“Wonder Woman 1984” has
none of these elements.
The plot of the film, while relatively simple overall, takes quite a
few nonsensical twists and turns
and will likely leave viewers disoriented or confused. The story begins
in Washington D.C., where Diana
Prince — Wonder Woman’s alter ego
— has found a job at the Smithsonian.
There, she meets Barbara Minerva —
a frumpy, klutzy nerd who works in
the same department. She also finds
the “Dreamstone” — a magical rock
that can grant any wish the holder
requests, on the one condition that
it may take away the wisher’s most
valued possession.
Before knowing the full scope
of the stone’s abilities, both Prince
and Minverva make wishes from the
stone. Prince wishes for her dead
love-interest from the first film, Steve
Trevor, to return. Minerva wishes to
be like Prince: powerful, confident
and beautiful.
Things really start to get out of
hand when the true antagonist of the
film, Maxwell Lord, steals the stone.
Rather than wishing for something
material, Lord wishes to become the

stone itself, and he gains the ability to
grant anyone’s wish as long as they’re
touching him. This premise is simple
enough and allows for some decent
emotional stakes, but the adventure
seems to go down plot paths just to
abruptly end them, like a brief and
out of place sequence in Egypt or
the introduction of real-world ‘80’s
politics — like the United States’ fear
of nuclear war with the Soviet Union.
Overall, the story is a bloated, confusing mess, and these detriments
remove the impact from largely wellchoreographed fight sequences.
Though the action is mostly fun,
especially in the smaller-scale handto-hand combat moments, the bad
green screen, wire work and computer-generated props and characters
weigh down the hard work from stunt
performers. Wonder Woman’s whip
looks less like a golden weapon of
the gods and more like a sentient wet
noodle.
The villain, Cheetah, which
Minerva eventually transforms into
in the final moments of the film, looks
like a video game character from the
early 2000s. On more than one occasion, it is obvious that the actors are
in front of a green screen. Perhaps,
this campiness was intentional, as an
homage to superhero films of the ‘80s,
but if that’s the case, the campiness is
inconsistent, and that intention is not
clear in the final product.
Finally, the writing falls flat. The
humor, when present, is forced and
stilted, and the characters are onedimensional. This isn’t helped by the
fact that Gal Gadot’s performance as
Wonder Woman feels lazy at best,
and her character has none of the
charisma or depth from the first film.
Even the better actors, like Kristen
Wiig and Pedro Pascal, struggle to
deliver some of the more clichéd lines
with any impact.
“Wonder Woman 1984” is still
fun to watch but is a major disappointment after the success of its predecessor and, ultimately, ends up feeling like a glorified fan film. Director
Patty Jenkins has already signed on
for another “Wonder Woman” sequel,
though, so there may be hope for the
franchise yet.
“Wonder Woman 1984” staring
Gal Gadot, Chris Pine, Kristen Wiig
and Pedro Pascal, can be watched
right now on HBO Max.
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Review: HBO Max’s
“Veneno”

Mary Grace Wagner
Columnist

______________________________________

So, this was the week of TV,
movie and music roulette here in the
A&E section. Most of the staff writers
and columnists in the section did a
sort of secret santa shuffle in which
we recommended each other a piece
of art or entertainment (hey, that’s the
name of the section!), and then we’d
have to review it for this week’s paper.
My former CORE student (freshmen,
ask an upperclassman on that terminology) and fashion icon, sophomore
Erin O’Brien, recommended that I
watch at least the pilot episode of
“Veneno,” a Spanish television series
on HBO Max. Long story short, I
ended up watching the entire season
in one night.
At first, I was a little hesitant.
It’s prestige TV, based on a true
story about the lived experiences of
trans sex workers in Madrid, specifically one, Cristina, better known
as “La Veneno.” From the get-go,
I wasn’t expecting feel-good material. Television, like the world, likes to
exploit queer and trans characters for
their trauma or sob stories. But this
show, “Veneno,” explores every facet
of these women’s lives from the tragic
to the joyous.
The pilot switches between 1996
and 2006, which is a recurring theme,
as most of the episodes include
flashbacks from different points in
Cristina’s life. It is in these two years
that a young person sees La Veneno
on TV and then meets her in real life,
respectively. This character, who we
eventually know as Valeria, is a young
trans girl who comes out when finally
meeting Cristina — a figure of beauty
and power she’s idolized her entire
life. From here, the series takes off,
exploring Cristina’s life and experiences as Valeria writes a book about
her. This framing device allows for
Cristina to be the center of the story

but to always have someone to ground
the story in the present and from
an outside perspective with Valeria’s
character. Through flashbacks and via
what Cristina tells Valeria, we come to
learn that she isn’t the perfect goddess
she once appeared to be. Cristina has
been showered in fame and notoriety
but is lacking in the one thing she
really wants and the one thing that
really matters to her: love.
As someone who craves LGBTQ+
representation, there was a scene
in particular from the pilot that I
can’t stop thinking about. A character is describing the women who
congregate in a certain park for sex
work, and as each of them are introduced, the camera cuts to them and
gives them what I can only describe
as hero shots. These beautiful, tall,
trans sex workers are portrayed in all
their power and glory — not unlike
a Marvel movie hero would be. It is
something I had never seen in my life
— maybe because I’m cis — but maybe
because TV just hasn’t done anything
like this before.
These women are portrayed as
movers and shakers in their world,
people with both economic and sexual agency. They may not have many
more choices than this, but it gives
them their own type of power. What
makes this even better is that the next
scene has them all in their pajamas
on a couch, mentoring Valeria and
telling her stories of struggle and success. There’s really nothing more real
than that.
This show is about what it means
to be human, and that shouldn’t be
revolutionary, but it is because the
humans in question are trans sex
workers. It’s a glimpse into a life that
the media once fawned over but then
overlooked when it didn’t suit them
anymore. In spite of this, Cristina, La
Veneno, went from token to trailblazer, with her head high and her tits out.

Review: Adrianne Lenker’s songs

John Freidinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Oct. 23, 2020, Indianapolisborn singer-songwriter Adrianne
Lenker released “songs.” Lenker is
most known for her role in the band
Big Thief, and her latest release provides the same emotional lyrics and
high octave vocals that prove time and
time again to be a relentless earworm.
The album, “songs,” was born
from a breakup and in the wake of
a cancelled tour due to COVID, so,
the major themes of Lenker’s lyrics
are related to isolation, loneliness
and grieving the loss of a relationship. “Songs” was also conceived and
created in a one-room cabin in the
Mass. woods, further contributing to
the overall sense of isolation found in
Lenker’s lyrics.
The album is extremely barebones. It does not lean on high levels
of production or even multiple instruments for that matter. Lenker instead
opts to place her voice and the tranquil, yet still interesting, guitar at the
epicenter of songs.
The opening song of Lenker’s

new album, “two reverse,” introduces the theme and overall feel of the
album in an extremely digestible way.
She sings of missing a lover — a difficult emotion for many — but then
mixes those difficult lyrics in with
descriptions of nature.
The sixth and seventh tracks
are where songs begin to take a, not
depressing, but rather exposed and
tender tone. The sixth track, “half
return,” keeps the upbeat guitar found
in the earlier tracks while Lenker sings
about death. She speaks in ways that,
on the surface level, may seem benign,
but in the broader context of the song
and album, show her pain and the loss
she feels.
The seventh track, “come,” slows
down and depicts Lenker yearning
for her now lost lover. “Come” is
where Lenker’s story-telling abilities,
through not just lyrics but all sounds,
are put on a pedestal. She incorporates her comparison of lost love to
mortality into a vivid story that one
cannot help but empathize with her.
“Zombie Girl,” the album’s
eighth track, is the track that lets the
listener closest to Lenker’s relationship. She sings of imagining her lover

beside her and then begins a conversation with silence, recognizing its
merit, welcoming it and finally asking
it to speak.
The closing track, “my angel,”
is by far the least vocal track on the
album. The long interludes of guitar
make Lenker’s vocal performance hit
harder and leave a sense of anticipation throughout most of the song.
“My angel” ends mid-verse, and, just
like that, “songs” is over. The abruptness of the end of this album is a perfect representation of love. Everything
could be going great, and then it ends
mid-verse.
“Songs” is really a product of
its circumstances. If not for Lenker’s
breakup, cancelled tour and isolation
in nature, this album would never
have even crossed her mind. The
theme of lost love is found everywhere throughout the album along
with descriptions of nature. “Songs”
would not be anything without the
scenic nature she was living in or
without Lenker’s pain in regards to
her relationship, so, the authenticity
of this album is not one that can be
disputed or even questioned for that
matter.
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What to Keep While Keeping On:
The hope in handwritten notes

Editorial Board
Announcements:
Hiring

Sarah Matthews

While The Lawrentian is always hiring new
writers, artists, and photographers, right now
we’re also looking to hire people for our upcoming
news cycle! We are currently accepting applications for the following positions: Editor in Chief,
Managing Editor, Arts & Entertainment Section
Editor, and Photo Editor.
No previous experience is required, and all
students who will be enrolled at Lawrence next
year are eligible to apply. Our news cycle runs
from Spring Term to Winter Term, so this is a
3-term commitment.
Each of these positions provides students
great opportunities to improve their writing as
well as gain communication and managerial skills.
These are paid positions which range from roughly
5-15 hours each week, depending on the position.
Applications for the editor in chief position
close Friday, January 29th. All other applications
will remain open an additional week, closing on
Friday, February 5th. Applicants will need to
schedule an interview if they are interested in the
editor in chief or the managing editor position.
If anyone has any questions about the applications or anything regarding The Lawrentian, they
can email lawrentian@lawrence.edu or reach out
directly to the current editor in chief, Dannielle
Konz, at dannielle.e.konz@lawrence.edu or myself
at molly.a.ruffing@lawrence.edu.

Columnist
_________________________________
				
Obviously, I think words
are important. If I didn't believe in the
power of them, I wouldn't be writing
this. However, despite the positive
abilities that words have, they can
also be abusive. I think now more than
ever, we are seeing the ugly, hateful
side of writing.
Whether you are constantly
checking the news, looking through
Moodle or scrolling through
comments on Tik Tok, you know how
draining words can be. Not only has
reading other people’s words become
a challenge but so has expressing my
own. I get stuck thinking about what
adjective to use or if I should split one
sentence into two. I also know I am
not the only one feeling burnt-out.
Now, during a time when
we’re constantly shoveling social
media captions, text messages and
blogs into our minds, it is important
for us to focus on the words that lift
us. We could use a detox from the
unnecessary comments in our lives.
For this reason, we should reflect on
the words that we hold closest to us.
We all have a note pinned
to our bulletin board, written in the
margins of our notebook or tucked
away in an envelope. Although often
scrawled messily on the oddest forms
of scrap paper, written messages are
one of the most common keepsakes.
I think there is something
bold about handwritten notes.
Whether you write them for yourself
or someone else writes them for you,
these mementos are reminders of a
time when everything was slowed
down to say something meaningful.
For all the fluff and small talk that
fills our lives, notes are a reminder

that not all words
are meant to add
worry to our lives.
When someone
gifts you a written message, time
was taken to remember a saying, to
express feelings and to encourage you.
How often do we take a chunk out of
our day to put pen to paper?
We all need to start thinking
about which words in our lives truly
matter and which ones are offering us
nothing of importance. Too often do
we forget that we have control over
which words affect our attitudes.
Most of the time, when we
are hurt by words, they are said by
people who don’t even matter to us.
I find that giving someone irrelevant
the power to change my frame of mind
is ridiculous. However, like you, I also
forget that I have the ability to filter
the words in my life.
Maybe,
instead
of
consuming the words of unimportant
people, you should reintegrate the
words of loved ones into your life.
I know you have these notes of
admiration saved somewhere. Find
them.
"You will do well."
"You only get 10 things to
worry about!"
“You’re my favorite.”
“We love and miss you
bunches!”
"I wanted to try and cheer
you up a little, so I got you a little gift!
Your favorite fruit!"
These are all phrases that
make me smile even after the original
moment has passed. With every sliver
of a message I just shared with you,
I have the full note folded away in
a bin on my bookshelf. I hold onto
these scraps of paper not because they
are the most beautifully written love
letters but, rather, because they are
honest.

We want your feedback! Scan this QR
code to fill out an anonymous form to
share your thoughts with The Lawrentian
staff on how we are doing and how we
can improve.

Luther Abel

Columnist
_________________________________
			
		
By the time you
read this column, Joe Biden will
presumably have been sworn in as
the 46th president of these United
States. Simultaneously, Trump will
begin retirement in Florida doing
what retired presidents do: getting
sweetheart book deals, speaking to
sycophantic groups for hundreds of
thousands of dollars and golfing. For
the latter, his work — whatever that
looked like — is over, and for the former, his is just beginning.
Those of you for whom this
is your first, or even 10th, election,
let me offer some friendly disillusionment. Joe Biden will disappoint you,
often grievously, and that is okay.
Joe will not prevent the ravages of climate change. His presidency
will not usher in an “equitable” future

Thank you!

What in the World: Utopic Joe

where some are more equal than others, and universal healthcare is about
as likely as the U.S. pulling entirely
out of the Middle East. I say these
things neither gleefully nor unkindly
but as a statement of fact. The office
of the president is powerful, but it
— thankfully — does not imbue its
holder with a godlike capacity to effect
change universally and immediately.
As the saying goes, the gears of government move slowly, and for a good
reason. After all, the tools you use to
pass a bill of your dreams can just
as easily be used to pass that of your
nightmares.
“Screw precedents and the
dangers of weaponizing branches of
government for partisan ends!” you
might say. “The future cannot wait for
compromise and debate. Something
must be done now!” Even if we allow
for such destructive short-term thinking, President Joe Biden is entering
office with the barest majorities in the
Senate and House, a Supreme Court

that now boasts many originalists who
will cast a skeptical eye upon any
future executive orders and legislation
and a COVID-19 vaccination project
still in its infancy. Furthermore, there
isn’t any money to spend, so, even
if there were a way to get progressive pet policies through Congress,
when it came time to enact them, the
vault would be opened to find a single
cockroach scuttling across the bare
floor. Like it or not, you voted for a
caretaker president — no ageist pun
intended — not a progressive messiah.
But let me not leave you
without some positivity. As shocking as it might sound, I do want Joe
Biden to succeed. To desire the utter
destruction of one’s political opponents, I find loathsome — as this so
often has the effect of diminishing the
American public’s faith — and those of
the world — in our institutions. While
I have outlined what Joe Biden will
find it nigh impossible to do, there are
places in which he can have a marked

And I think I speak for
everyone when I say we could use
more realness in our lives.
The most important aspect
to remember about handwritten notes
is that it is okay if they are messy.
If there is a spelling or grammar
mistake, so what? Comma placement
is not everything. Sharing your
feelings toward someone is. Notes do
not have to look or be read in a certain
way. Words are meant to be what you,
as the writer, want them to be. There
are no rules, I promise.
If you don't happen to
have any special messages that you
clutch onto, I encourage you to not be
disappointed. Instead, make a change.
Be the one to share your words with
others.
Leave a sticky note on your
roommate’s desk for them to wake up
to. Mail your grandparents a card. Slip
a letter under the office door of the
professor you always look up to.
In all honesty, words do not
need to be perfectly written to change
someone's life. Expressions can be
laid out in cursive on fancy stationery
or scribbled on a paper napkin. Both
ends of the spectrum have value.
The freedom that words have is what
makes them beautiful.
So, take a moment to put
all the unnecessary sentences aside.
Shuffle through that old shoebox of
yours or look through your cluttered
bulletin board to find the notes that
do matter. Read those lovely words
that add to your life. Then, read them
again. And again.
Feed your mind nurturing
words. Start a cycle of positivity. Make
it a habit to fuel yourself with these
expressions of love every day. Once
you have a smile on your face, pick
up your pen and start writing. While
you're at it, put a smile on someone
else's face.

positive impact on the American political landscape.
When it comes to international relations, a return to stable policy-making would be most welcome.
While it is likely that I will disagree
with his policies, I award points for
consistent buffoonery over his predecessor’s wild vacillations. Better our
allies think us a reliable dullard than a
loose cannon.
As for domestic policy,
overtures of the common good — lowering of the political temperature in
the U.S. — would be lovely. Such
a strategy would entail Biden treating his opponents as human beings
with differing policy objectives but
similar desires for human flourishing.
This would be a marvelous alternative to the arrogance of Obama and
the reckless and provocative rhetoric
of Trump. Would it work? Perhaps
not, but I would respect the biscuits
out of Biden for making an attempt
and sticking with it. Heck, it might

even help. After all, he’s going to need
the Romneys and Murkowskis of the
Senate if his party is to pass legislation by any more than the barest of
margins.
If you would allow me
this, a blessing for the road. For you,
President Joe Biden, I pray for the
best of health in a demanding role,
clarity of mind when the way is uncertain and indefatigable moral fortitude
to see difficult decisions through. May
you uphold your oaths of office and
serve well as the executive. May you
understand the limits of that office
and seek to assist in healing the loathsome rents in our body politic. God
bless you, sir, for you shall need all
the help you can get, and I mean that
earnestly.
Agree? Disagree? Let me
know at abell@lawrence.edu.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All
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Get Outside: The Thames

Lauren Kelly

Op-Ed Editor
_________________________________
Out of all the things I miss
about my time living in the south of
England, I probably miss the Thames
(pronounced “Tem-s”) the most.
According to its tourism website, the
River Thames stretches for 210 miles
from the Cotswolds, through Oxford
and London, and out to the North Sea.
In Oxford, it is sometimes referred to
as the Isis or Cherwell, though I stubbornly always called it the Thames.
Before last term, I had only known
the Thames as something literary
thanks to Joseph Conrad’s “Heart of
Darkness.” Upon arriving in Oxford
and quarantining in a room overlooking this magnificent river, however, I
quickly became very familiar with and
fond of it.
The Thames’s fame is very
self-evident. For the two weeks I
was perched up in my quarantine
room with a view, I saw countless
narrowboats, rowing boats, kayaks,
stand-up paddle boards, canoes and
birds utilizing the long river for sport,
pleasure or pure nature. Being from
Appleton, no one uses the Fox River
like the British people and birds used

Avery Stanton

the Thames! After leaving quarantine,
I moved to another accommodation
building in South Oxford. Though I no
longer had a direct view of the river, I
still saw it every day on my way to get
meals and walked along it every week
for my tutorial. My tutor actually lives
in a boat community on the Thames,
so we discussed Conrad over a cup
of black tea on her narrowboat —
that was incredibly unforgettable. On
my 20-minute walk along the river, I
noticed permanent narrowboats tied
to steel posts with permits hanging
in their windows; many others were
also living on the river. With the cost
of living in Oxford so high, many find
this to be a cheaper and more idyllic
alternative to living in the City Centre.
With all of the schoolwork
I had to do each week, it was easy to
stay in City Centre or on St. Aldate’s
and ignore Oxford’s natural beauty.
Christchurch Meadows, Portmeadow
and University Parks, along with my
standard walk alongside the Thames,
all were great escapes. Positioned
around Oxford, each offered a different view of the Thames. I tried
to try rowing at my college’s boat
house in South Oxford, but the characteristic English weather prevented
me. I did get to kayak on the part of

the Thames inside Portmeadow and
cross a bridge overlooking the river in
University Parks. Getting to kayak on
the Thames was one of my most favorite moments. I remember paddling on
a narrow stream with several others.
There were branches all over, and the
water was relatively shallow. We got
very close to ducks — some stayed
really still and quiet, watching us in
the branches, while others, startled,
quacked as they flew close over our
heads. It was such a misty, gray-blue
day, and the water took the same
characteristics. I will always remember that incredible moment when I
felt so close to the ducks.
As the leaves started to
change along the river, I began documenting my appreciation for the
Thames. I have so many pictures of
orange leaves, swans, geese, horses,
cows, boats and bikers with the river
somewhere at the center. I even have
a video of a duck fight I witnessed
on my way home from my tutorial! Although the Thames is about a
15-minute walk from City Centre, it
could not be more central to Oxford.
Everyone and everything seems able
to find respite in the calm water.
From permanent narrowboat dwellers to rowing coaches cycling up and

down on the Thames Path as their
rowers passed by the boat houses,
the Thames was always lively and
beautiful every time I got to enjoy it. I
also loved how the colors of the river
would change each day —sometimes a
gray-blue or just very gray and, other
times, a bright blue. My tutor says the
river has a mood unique to it — separate from the sky.
When I visited London my
very first time, I was by the Houses of
Parliament, Big Ben and the London
Eye when I stopped and realized I was
by the Thames — it looked so different
than the one I had come to know and
love in Oxford! I swear, I stayed at
the peak of the bridge for 30 minutes
to watch it in awe (with the melodious tunes of a kilted man playing the
bagpipes in the background). I was so
impressed by its breadth in London
and took many videos to document
this. Unlike the Thames in Oxford,
Westminster’s Thames seemed to
be very commercial. Big ships were
anchored to the sides and others were
passing by very slowly. I appreciated it
nonetheless, but it made me a bit sad
to think that Londoners couldn’t enjoy
the water in the same way that those
in Oxfordshire can.
I think that it’s incred-

ible how different one river can be at
its various points. The Thames was
very different in Oxford compared
to London, but imagine how small
and narrow and shallow it is at its
source near the Cotswolds! Or how
deep and expansive it might be by
the North Sea! Or even how different it was along the Thames Path by
my accommodation and Christchurch
Meadows compared to Portmeadow
or University Parks! It’s the same
river, but it would be unfortunate to
think of it as always having the same
characteristics throughout its duration.
Nature is more complex
than we could ever understand in its
entirety, and I believe that it’s important to accept and appreciate. Part of
the beauty too, though, is how simple
and natural it is, innate to this planet.
Remember: we have our very own
Thames here in Appleton. Use it like a
British person or bird might and take
a moment to watch the eagles and
seagulls and sometimes even pelicans,
flying overhead. Know that you are
not a cog in a machine. Lawrence is
not all that you are. Appreciate the
nature around you.

The reward of unrewarding hobbies

Staff Writer
________________________________
As a child, nothing compared to the joy of waking up and
remembering that it was one of the
two days a week in which both choir
and orchestra rehearsal fell on the
same day. Music was a vibrant outlet
in my life, and I associated a day filled
with rehearsals as a day full of happiness and excitement.
My attitude towards music,
however, gradually changed as I progressed towards adulthood, and the
disparity between the musical abilities of myself and my classmates grew
more apparent. Without access to the
same private lessons and prestigious
music programs of some of my classmates, myself and others alike began
to feel a growing sense of alienation. I
watched each semester as a handful of
students from the back chairs failed to
return.
I shocked myself when I
too selected the ‘drop course’ option
for orchestra one semester, following
a subpar solo performance at a competition I entered for fun. While I was
content with my mediocre score, I had
never felt more shunned in a musical

community than I did when my public
school orchestra teacher informed me,
in front of my entire class, how badly
I had humiliated her. Although music
was something I had joyfully pursued
for much of my life, this solidified the
growing sense of unwelcomeness that
had been building for years, and I felt
like the right thing to do was to leave.
It took me a couple of years
to pick up an instrument again — this
time a new one at Lawrence. Starting
an unfamiliar instrument at one of the
top liberal arts conservatories in the
country was an intimidating process,
to say the least. I felt like an imposter
crossing the road to the conservatory
and using the same practice rooms as
incredibly proficient musicians, going
at odd hours in the night to avoid
being heard. However, with the help
of my amazing professor, I began to
experience the newfound joy of being
terribly mediocre at something.
While music may not be
a natural aptitude of mine, art was
always something that felt instinctual
to me. Unlike my inability to hear a
pitch and reproduce it, I could see
almost anything and recreate it on
paper with ease. Art medals hung from
my walls and yearbooks with covers I
drew sat on my shelves. Although this
should have made me happy, I slowly

began to lose touch with art just like I
had with music.
As my artistic skill grew
with time, more opportunities opened
up for me. From commissions to
advanced high school classes and
competitions, a multitude of opportunities began to appear. Though exciting, I slowly stopped making art for
myself and began making art that
would further myself as a professional. I grappled at anything that would
let me climb up the ladder. Over time,
I lost sight of what art was and why I
made it. Like music, it simply was not
fun anymore.
In taking the time to learn
a new instrument as an adult at
Lawrence, much later than most, I
felt freedom from such things. While
at first I felt a loss from not being
able to participate in many aspects
of the conservatory and other opportunities, I then began to realize the
benefits that came with the absence
of such pressure to do so. Not having
any other motive, I was forced to see
the joy in pursuing something simply
for the sake of my own amusement.
This new hobby of mine could not
turn into a career, and it could not be
monetized; I, instead, had to find the
motivation to learn within myself. I
was forced to love an activity for what

it is and not what I can gain from it.
More recently, I have
noticed a lack of hobbies within our
generation, myself included. If someone does have a hobby, it is usually within the realm of something
they specialize in, like a major or a
job. Instead of filling our free time
with activities that we enjoy, most of
us partake in the endless consumption of media. While the reasons for
this range from exhaustion to phone
addictions to escapism, one thing to
note is that this is not an activity we
can be skilled at. Watching TV, scrolling through social media and browsing news sites are all passive actions.
None of these require us to produce
or perform anything that others will
see and have the potential to criticize
us for. To put it simply, these activities
are guaranteed to both keep us entertained and to keep us from feeling
embarrassed.
To understand why we
gravitate towards such safe options,
it is important to take a look at where
we are at and how we got here. The
experience I had in orchestra is likely
something that we all went through
at some point in one way or another.
Most of us have been pushed to be
perfect at our hobbies and to chase
the highest successes we can achieve.

Given that we have all ended up at a
moderately selective institution, it is
safe to say that we all felt pressured
to be excellent at anything and everything we enjoy, whether it be a class
or a hobby, in order to make it here.
Back then, the motive was to use these
things to get into college. Today, it is
to get into prestigious internships,
graduate schools or careers. It never
stops. In this world, being bad at a
hobby can mean losing many opportunities that we want. It is no wonder
that we avoid them.
Now that we are here, we
are surrounded by people pursuing
what they specialize in, and it can be
difficult to try hobbies that many of
your peers excel in. Like my experience of getting involved with the
conservatory, it is easy to feel like an
imposter when encircled by incredibly skilled individuals. However, I
encourage you to try something that
you are terribly mediocre at, whether
it be a class, club, hobby or instrument, solely for the sake of your own
amusement. I hope that doing so
pushes you to reevaluate your own
values and goals, helping you find lost
joy in other areas of your life, like it
did for me with music.
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Pei Robins
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What are you doing this MLK Day?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“I spent time contemplating the
course of the nation.”
— Shawn McCandlish

“Wrote a poem inspired by MLK’s ‘I
Have a Dream’ speech.”
— Kelli Quick

“I watched some videos on the
‘Brown County MLK Celebration’
Facebook page.”
— Maggie Gallagher

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
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Editor-in-Chief:
Dannielle Konz
Copy Chief:
Molly Ruffing
Managing Editor &
Distributions Manager:
McKinley Breen
News Editor:
Alex Freeman
Variety Editor:
Celeste Reyes
Sports Editor:
Gannon Flynn
Features Editor:
Dani Massey
Arts & Entertainment Editor:
Ursa Anderson
Opinions & Editorials Editor:
Lauren Kelly
Photo Editor:
Sebastian Evans
Web Manager:
Nora Murphy
Copy Editor:
Ethan Wachendorf
Shania Johnson
Luther Abel

—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“Register on Give Pulse”
— Dominic LaCalamita

“Catching up on homework.”
— Rachel Robrecht

“I’ll be doing some studying, getting
some coffee, and looking at some of
the events going on.”
— Elise Heinen

“I’m gonna spend some time with my
partner’s cat.”
— Karin Hannemann

“I’ll be studying.”
— Sam Tolu
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“I will be practicing some baseball
and making some music.”
— Elden Santana
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We are looking for guest
writers for our publication!
We want to feature student
writers each week in different sections of the paper. To
be featured as a guest writer,
please reach out to lawrentian@lawrence.edu and share
what you want to write!
Make your
message
stand out and
be heard.

To advertise in
The
Lawrentian,
contact
lawrentian@
lawrence.edu.

